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“We’ve probably reached the time, amazingly, when
there’s as much to be got extra out of the oil fields
we have discovered as there is to be found in new
fields,” David Eyton, group head of research and
technology, British Petroleum.
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Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR): Maximizing
Production from Existing Wells
There are two standard methods of recovering oil. Pumping the oil
out from it’s own pressure in the reservoir is the primary method
and using water to cause the oil in the reservoir to rise is the
secondary method.
In many cases, these two methods are unable to extract any more
oil from existing reservoirs.
Due to high oil prices, oil and gas companies implement more
advanced ways to extract more oil from the already-discovered
reservoirs. That’s where enhanced oil recovery comes into play.
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What is Enhanced Oil Recovery?

Enhanced oil recovery is a general term describing techniques used to increase
the volume of crude oil a company is able to extract from an oil field. Other
terms essentially meaning the same thing are “improved oil recovery” and
“tertiary recovery.” A similar, but more advanced and speculative form of EOR is
known as quaternary recovery.
EOR techniques generally allow a firm to extract 30 to 60 percent of the
reservoir’s oil. The primary and even the secondary recovery methods often only
extract 20 to 40 percent.
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Types of Enhanced Oil Recovery
There are a number of different methods of Enhanced Oil Recovery available. Each
of these has its own benefits and drawbacks so certain methods are more useful in
certain situations.

Gas Injection or Miscible Flooding
The most commonly used approach to enhanced oil recovery today is gas injection or
miscible flooding. This process introduces miscible gas into the oil reservoir. Essentially,
this process maintains reservoir pressure and improves oil displacement, since there is
now less tension between the oil and an water in the reservoir.
This method works because when the gas is injected, it removes the interface between
the water and oil. This creates the best possible efficiency in displacement. A number
of gases are used for this process including carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and natural gas;
however, the most common is carbon dioxide. This is mainly because it is the most
affordable gas that achieves this goal.
Carbon dioxide is most effective in reservoirs that have a depth of more than 2,000
feet. In this case, carbon dioxide will be in a supercritical state. In a high-pressure
reservoir, the carbon dioxide is miscible so the oil swells and viscosity is reduced.
In a low-pressure reservoir, or when working with heavy oils, the carbon dioxide is
immiscible and only partially combines with the oil. However, some swelling may still
occur.
When using carbon dioxide for EOR efforts, it is common for half to two-thirds of the
injected carbon dioxide to return during the oil production process. The gas can then
be re-introduced to the reservoir to lower the cost of operation. The remainder of
the gas is then trapped in the reservoir. No matter what percent is returned, carbon
dioxide still has more economic benefits compared to other fluids like propane or
butane.
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The United States has used carbon
dioxide for EOR for over 30 years
now. The country uses naturally
sourced carbon dioxide for oil
recovery efforts in the fields within
the Permian Basin. The Department
of Energy estimates that next
generation carbon dioxide EOR
methods may generate an additional

240 billion barrels of recoverable oil
adding $280 billion to the US treasury
in the form of royalties, severance
taxes and state income taxes. This
is only possible if the availability
of commercial carbon dioxide can
meet the demand.
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Miscible Solvents for Dilution
Injecting chemicals into the oil reservoir as a dilution solution
is another way to improve the oil production process. Injecting
alkaline or caustic solutions into the reservoir aids mobility by
lowering surface tension. Addition of water-soluble polymers
increases viscosity of the injected water. When surfactants (like
petroleum sulfonates and bio surfactants) are injected, the
interfacial tension and pressure is lowered. This type of application is
somewhat limited by the cost of chemicals and the loss that occurs
during the process.
No matter which type of chemical is chosen, the process involves
injecting the chemical into a carefully chosen location within an
injection well. After this has been completed, production will rise in
nearby wells also.
Common Approaches Include:
Polymer Flooding – This involves mixing “long-chain” polymer
molecules with injected water. This increases the viscosity of the
water. With the use of polymer flooding, there is an improvement
in both vertical and areal sweep efficiency. This occurs because
the water to oil mobility ratio is improved and the introduction of
polymer plugs the high-permeability zones forcing water to move
into low permeability zones. This shift increases the ability of the
water flood to “sweep” throughout the reservoir.
Surfactants – These are used in conjunction with polymer flooding.
Surfactants reduce the tension the occurs between the water and
oil. With this method, there is less residual oil saturation and the
efficiency of the entire process is improved. The main (primary)
surfactants normally have activity boosters, co-surfactants, and cosolvents added to improve overall stability and effectiveness.
Caustic flooding – This method involves is the addition of sodium
hydroxide to water injected into the reservoir. Caustic flooding
lowers the surface tension of the water, which reverses the rock
wettability, emulsification, and mobilization of much of the oil and
aids in the process of removing the oil from the rock.
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Microbial Injection
Another method of enhanced oil recovery is microbial injection.
This is a recovery method that has a higher cost than others but is
gaining acceptance because of rising oil prices. First, microbes are
injected into the oil reservoir. Then, they generate biosurfactants
and partially digest the long hydrocarbon molecules. Additionally,
the injected microbes emit carbon dioxide, which then functions as
a gas injection does.
Two main approaches are used with microbial injection:
Bacterial cultures mixed with a food source – With this method, a
carbohydrate such as molasses is mixed with carefully formulated
bacterial cultures are injected into the oil field.
Nutrient injection – In this process, nutrients are injected into the
ground, which help existing microbial bodies to grow and increase
production of natural surfactants. After the nutrients are consumed,
the microbes shut almost all the way down and migrate into the oil
and water area. This causes droplets to form in the main oil mass, so
they are more likely to migrate to the wellhead.
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The Thermal Approach
Another approach to enhanced oil recovery is the thermal method.
Different methods are used to heat the crude oil, which reduces its
viscosity and vaporizes part of the it to decrease the mobility ratio
of the oil. Increasing heat will reduce surface tension and may make
the oil more permeable. Heated oil can vaporize and condense to
form higher gravity oil.
The three main thermal methods include steam injection,
combustion, and steam flooding. Steam flooding is growing in
popularity. With this method, steam is pumped into the well in a
patter similar to water injection. The steam condenses to become
hot water, which expands the oil and make it easier to pump. For
long-term success, the process must follow a regular cycle. There are
variations on this method (such as steam assisted gravity drainage),
which offers good results in certain situations.
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Fire Floods
The fire flood concept works best when the oil already has a
relatively high saturation and porosity level. The combustion of a
fire flood generates heat in the reservoir. Injection of simple air or
other high oxygen content mixtures maintains the flame. When
it burns, it moves from the reservoir to the production wells. The
reservoir water is turned to steam, which in turn condenses and
drives the oil further into the production wells.
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Environmental Impact of Enhanced Oil
Recovery
One big concern with enhanced oil recovery methods is the
environmental impact. The use of injection wells often cause large
amounts of brine to rise to the earth’s surface. This brine can contain
radioactive substances, heavy metals, and high amounts of salt.
Without proper precautions, this could damage drinking water
sources and the environment as a whole. Accordingly, these waste
fluids require special handling and disposal.
In the United States, all injection well activity is under the regulation
of the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) as well as the Safe
Drinking Water Act. The regulations the EPA has enacted are called
the UIC (Underground Injection Control) regulations. These wells are
operated as class II wells by the EPA, which requires the operators to
re-inject the brine into Class II disposal wells. As such, there are over
20,000 of these disposal wells in the state of Texas alone.
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The Future of Enhanced Oil Recovery
While the current enhanced oil recovery methods are producing significant strides in
creating higher oil production, there are new technologies being developed all the
time that can help with the process.
One of the most significant is Plasma Pulse Technology. Originated by the Russian Federation at the St. Petersburg Mining University, this method is already being used in
vertical wells in Russia, Europe, and the United States. The main benefit of this technology is that it is clean, safe, and does not harm the underground equipment.

Plasma Pulse enhanced oil recovery takes advantage of low energy emissions to create
results similar to the other methods but with minimal environmental impact. In fact, in
most cases the volume of water that is pulled with the oil is reduced by this treatment
instead of increased as it is with other methods.
In addition to the environmental impact, Plasma Pulse is relatively inexpensive,
portable and easy to deploy making it a low risk option for well operators using other
more toxic, less effective or more costly methods. Despite the fact that Plasma Pulse
was only recently made available in the US, it will most likely gain traction due to
increasing regulation and related costs associated with other methods.

